TERMINOLOGY OF THE PROFESSIONAL COMPONENT OF FORMING THE READINESS OF FUTURE BACHELORS IN PHYSICAL CULTURE AND SPORTS FOR COACHING

Terminologia професійної складової формування готовності майбутніх бакалаврів з фізичної культури та спорту до тренерської діяльності

In the article we have analyzed the basic definitions of the professional component of forming the readiness of future bachelors in physical culture and sports for coaching. It has been determined that the readiness of future bachelors in physical culture and sports for coaching is a specially prepared educational process, which is aimed at forming the readiness of future professionals to carry out professional activity in the field of physical culture and sports. By «forming the readiness of future bachelors in physical culture and sports for coaching» we mean a specialized professional education, where the formation of knowledge and skills of students of the specialty «Physical culture and sports» through the development of ideological, motivational, psychosomatic, professional and didactic competences, forming a value attitude towards coaching for successful self-realization as a future coach. We have established that «the readiness of future bachelors in physical culture and sports for coaching» is a multidimensional concept, which is: a set of formed value units that will allow for rapid adaptation and self-development in future professional activity; a set of psychomotor skills and psychosomatic properties that will enable the future professional activity to be qualified; cognitive competences that will help to base in future professional activity on the best experience of the theory and methodology of physical culture, the theory and methodology of the chosen sport, psychology and pedagogy; effective professional stereotypes that will allow the organization of sports-training and training activities of young athletes on a reflective basis; an integrative set of professional and personal qualities and a certain mental state of the future specialist, which reflects the formation of the sports-pedagogical mentality.
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У статті ми проаналізували основні дефініції фахові складники формування готовності майбутніх бакалаврів з фізичної культури та спорту до тренерської діяльності.

Formulation of the problem in general. At the present stage of development of our country due to the pedagogical science the search of the new models of training for future specialists in the field of “Physical Culture and Sports” is being carried out. Human development is a complex process that lasts for a lifetime. Particularly, there is intense during his youth and student’s life. The quality of professional training of the future specialist and his / her further professional activity and development during life depend on the process of formation and development of personality in the student age. Many scholars have explored this problem, in particular, scientists O. Voitovskaya and S. Tolochko. They analysed the lifelong learning as a culture, which is considered by the authors as a set of educational technologies used for self-education, self-development and self-improvement of personality throughout life [16, p. 146].

Analysis of recent research and publications. The problems of Olympic sports were investigated by (V. Platonov); theories and methods of gradual training of athletes by (G. Arzyutov); theoretical and methodological aspects of the implementation of functional reserves of athletes of higher qualification by...
(M. Bulatova); psychological foundations of the professional formation of the coach-teacher by (N. Volyanuk); didactic principles of optimization of the training process in the system of training athletes by (O. Deminski); theoretical and methodological foundations of forming a system of sport for all in Ukraine by (M. Dutchak); theoretical and methodological foundations of the technology of training future specialists in complex-coordination sports by (I. Medvedeva); management of training and competitive loads of high-class athletes in the conditions of intensification of the training process by (Yu. Shkrebity).

Highlighting previously unresolved parts of a common problem. However, the issue of shaping the willingness of future bachelors in physical culture and sports for coaching remains poorly understood.

The purpose of our work is to analyze the main definitions of the professional component of forming the readiness of future bachelors in physical culture and sports for coaching.

Outline of the main research material. Let us analyze the main definitions of the professional component of forming the readiness of future bachelors in physical culture and sports for coaching (Pic. 1).

In the Great explanatory dictionary of modern Ukrainian language, the term “preparation” is generally defined as a store of knowledge, skills, experience acquired in the process of learning, practical activity [2, p. 952]. We fully agree with the definition of “professional training”, which is presented in the Encyclopedia of Education, which is interpreted as a complex systematic characteristic, which defines the process and result of becoming a person as a subject of professional activity through the accumulation of value-meaningful experience of solving educational and professional problems on the bases of their own professional position [9, p. 456].

However, in our opinion, ordinary professional training does not automatically provide for the accumulation and formation of valuable meaningful professional experience for the future coaches. This is due to a number of circumstances, one of which is the specificity of teaching sports. Therefore, during our own research and observations, we are convinced that the preparation of future bachelors in physical culture and sports for coaching is a specially prepared educational process, which aims at the formation of future specialists of readiness for the effective exercise of professional activity in the field of “Physical culture and sports”. By “forming the readiness of future bachelors in physical culture and sports for coaching” we mean a specialized professional education, where the formation of knowledge and skills of students of the specialty “Physical culture and sports” through the development of ideological, motivational, psychosomatic, professional and didactic competences, forming a value attitude towards coaching activities for successful self-realization as a future coach.

An important aspect in the professional training of a future specialist is readiness. In V. Dal’s dictionary, “readiness” is defined as the state or properties of a person who is ready, adapted to something who can and wants to perform a certain action [4, p. 388].

M. Dyachenko and L. Kandybovich consider the notion of «readiness» as professionally important quality, mental state of personality, set of beliefs, attitudes, motives, feelings, volitional and intellectual qualities, knowledge, abilities, skills, a setting on active, expedient, purposeful actions [7, p. 18]. According to K. Durai-Novakova’s theoretical position, readiness is the result of professional training that begins with professional self-determination, professional education, development, self-education [6, p. 45]. Therefore, in our opinion, preparedness is a set of ideological, motivational, psychosomatic, professional and didactic competences, which in their potential basis ensure a successful transition from educational to professional activity. Preparedness is conditioned by the development of psychomotor and cognitive components of the future coach’s personality. In turn, preparedness for professional activity is a state of potential readiness and ability for conscious active dynamic interaction of a future specialist in primary positions, which does not require from the graduate of the educational institution to have previous experience of professional practical activity.

Therefore, “the preparedness of future bachelors in physical culture and sports for coaching” is a multidimensional concept, which is: a set of formed value units that will allow for rapid adaptation and self-development in future professional activity; a set of psychomotor skills and psychosomatic properties that will enable the future professional activity to be qualified; cognitive competencies that will help to base in future professional activity on the best experience of the theory and methodology of physical culture, the theory and methodology of the chosen sport, psychology and pedagogy; effective professional stereotypes that will allow to organize the sports-training activities of young athletes on a reflective basis; an integrative set of professional and personal qualities and a certain mental state of the future specialist, which reflects the formation of the sports-pedagogical mentality.

According to O. Leontiev, human activity has a complex hierarchical structure. It consists of several levels. The upper level is the level of special activities, followed by the level of action, followed by the level of operations, and the lowest – the level of psychophysiological functions. According to a well-known psychologist, an activity, as opposed to a simple performance action, should have a certain vital meaning for the person, which is provided only if it has a purpose that completely coincides with the basic motive of its behavior in a certain situation [11, p. 4].
Comparing educational and professional activity, according to M. Levkivsky, in the traditional sense, these are fundamentally different realities, because in the transition from training to work the activity is not limited to the simple application of knowledge in practice [10, p. 16]. In the first case, knowledge acts as the subject of activity, in the second case, a holistic complex of knowledge and skills acquired during the course of training is transformed into a powerful tool for further solving problems arising in the field of specialization. V. Shadrykov’s scientific views make it possible to consider professional activity as a system of really existing facts – a set of phenomena, processes, events, states, human experience, connected with the development of professional qualities, becoming a specialist, his professional activity [15, p. 80].

In our work, professional activity becomes a conscious, active, dynamic system of interaction of the future coach, where he deliberately achieves the specified goals that arise due to him to meet certain needs. By future coach, we understand the individual as a carrier of desire, willingness and ability to perform activities; the carrier’s ability to be responsible for its emergence, implementation and development; a carrier of the ability to be the creator of one’s professional activity. Therefore, the professional activity of a future coach is a conscious psychomotor and cognitive activity of a sports teacher aimed at designing and implementing the tasks of educational, training and educational processes.

The beginning of the study of the problem of “readiness for activity” in foreign and domestic psychological and pedagogical science falls on the post-war period – 50-60 years. [7, p. 67]. In our study we will use the notion of “readiness for activity” as a certain state of mobilization of the psychological and psychophysiological systems of a person, which ensure the performance of certain activities.

V. Semichenko believes that readiness for professional activity is a psychological condition, which includes: operational readiness – immediate pre-start activation of a person, his inclusion at the required level in the activity; functional readiness – the per-
son's awareness of his goals, determination of the most likely ways of action; personal readiness, which includes prolonged high activity of the person at inclusion in the labor process, forecasting of necessity and distribution in time of motivational, volitional, intellectual efforts, estimation of probability of achievement of life successes through activity [13, p. 99].

In our understanding, the readiness for professional activity becomes a multifaceted systemic concept, which is the totality of professional competence, the formation of personal and professional qualities of a future specialist and characterizes his certain mental state.

Professional readiness is also an important concept of our work. There are three main approaches to modern professional readiness research: functional, personal, and functional-personal. Within the functional approach, professional readiness is considered as a certain functional state of psychological readiness, which is related, first of all, to the setting for professional activity [7, p. 45]. Personal approach defines professional readiness as a personal formation, which is a set of personally important professional properties and the result of professional training [8, p. 43]. Functional-personal approach recognizes professional readiness by integrated education, encompassing professionally significant qualities, set of necessary knowledge and skills necessary for this activity [5, p. 22].

Therefore, in our opinion, the category “professional readiness” is both the purpose and the result of training specialists for professional activity, and the content of professional readiness is a criterion for the diagnosis of the training process. The quality of training depends on the level of readiness of the specialist to perform future professional functions. Thus, the professional readiness of future coaches is characterized by an integrative state of personality that combines an optimal system of knowledge, skills, motivations, abilities and personal qualities.

According to A. Tretyak, the professional readiness of the future coach should be given a priority because it is a key figure in the training of a young athlete [14, p. 263]. Professional readiness as a process has the following levels: worldview, the purpose of which is to develop the professional consciousness and self-consciousness of future specialists; professional, aimed at mastering the necessary system of knowledge, strategy and tactics of practical activity of the future teacher, formation of his psychological and pedagogical culture; personal, the purpose of which is the formation of students of professionally significant personality traits, humanistic orientation, “dialogical” as a central component, the ability to professional identification [14, p. 263].

One of the main concepts of our research is the word “coach”. In our study, we consider the concept of “coach” as a person who has the appropriate physical and professional training skills to conduct training activities in a particular sport, which is aimed at the formation and improvement of specific theoretical and practical knowledge, skills and physical skills of young athletes, their development prospects.

An important role in shaping the willingness of future bachelors in physical culture and sports for coaching is played by an understanding of the definition of «sport» as an integral part of the physical culture system of the individual, aimed at its comprehensive harmonious development and promotion of health. The purpose of any sport is not only to promote health, overall physical development, but also to achieve high results and victories in sports competitions [3, p. 317]. We consider the notion «sport» as a particular activity of the person, where he is constantly engaged in, seeking not only to temper physical but also mental health and to achieve some success, having excellent training, in the chosen sport.

Conclusions. Thus, we have analyzed the main definitions of the professional component of forming the readiness of future bachelors in physical culture and sports for coaching activities.
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